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Abstract: Telecom network operators face rapidly chang-
ing business needs. Due to their dependence on long prod-
uct cycles they lack the ability to quickly respond to chang-
ing user demands. To spur innovation and stay competi-
tive, network operators are investigating technological so-
lutions with a proven track record in other application do-
mains such as open source software projects. Open source
software enables parties to learn, use, or contribute to
technology from which they were previously excluded.
OSS has reshaped many application areas including the
landscape of operating systems and consumer software.
The paradigm shift in telecommunication systems towards
Software-Defined Networking introduces possibilities to
benefit from open source projects. Implementing the con-
trol part of networks in software enables speedier adap-
tion and innovation, and less dependencies on legacy
protocols or algorithms hard-coded in the control part of
network devices. The recently proposed concept of Net-
work Function Virtualization pushes the softwarization
of telecommunication functionalities even further down
to the data plane. Within the NFV paradigm, functional-
ity which was previously reserved for dedicated hardware
implementations can now be implemented in software
and deployed on generic Commercial Off-The Shelf (COTS)
hardware. This paper provides an overview of existing
open source initiatives for SDN/NFV-based network archi-
tectures, involving infrastructure to orchestration-related
functionality. It situates them in a business process con-
text and identifies the pros and cons for the market in gen-
eral, as well as for individual actors.
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1 Introduction
The increased softwarization and programmability have
changed the telecom landscape significantly. Whereas
communication networks previously were under the rigid
control of vendor-specific solutions or tightly standardized
protocols, Software-Defined Networking (SDN) enabled
network operators to configure the control of their net-
works through their-own custom software. Network Func-
tion Virtualization (NFV) pushes this even further by mak-
ing it possible to code data plane behavior in software, en-
abling it to run on general purpose server hardware rather
than on expensive vendor-controlled hardware platforms.

This openness and control provides unseen perspec-
tive in avoiding vendor-based monopolies or vendor lock-
in for network providers and operators. However, if not
steered carefully, a new threat could be that the software-
driven telecom landscape might again fall into the hands
of a limited number of players with strong software skills
and/or departments. A similar situation occurred in the
domain of operating system software for pcs, which was
dominated for years by a few big players such asMicrosoft
or Apple. The introduction of open source (OS) software
(OSS) projects, however has made the OSS market more
democratic and innovative, enabling billions of end-users
touse, extendand research, for exampleLinux-basedOSes
for professional, research or educative purposes. Through
the increasing importance of software, similar conditions
and opportunities might arise for OSS in telecom net-
works.

The goal of this paper is to clarify the role of existing
and potential open source projects within this context of
SDN andNFV-driven communicationnetworks.Wewill in-
vestigate the following questions. Which projects have the
potential to impact the industry, who are the prominent
players, what are their motivations, what are the opportu-
nities for novel parties or projects? In order to tackle these
in a structured way, Section 2 introduces the architectural
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Figure 1: Network and Cloud control architectures.

context of telecom and cloud networks and introduces im-
portant SDN- andNFV-related concepts. In Section 3we in-
vestigate the role of OSS projects by providing an overview
of existing projects, identifying their main contributions
and dependencies, as well as the resulting gaps within
the SDN/NFV open-source software landscape. In addi-
tion, an analysis is made of the impact of the range of li-
cense policies these projects might have and the role that
standards development organizations canplay. At last, the
paper concludes with some lessons learned and potential
future topics in Section 4.

2 SDN/NFV network architecture
This section shortly sketches the main functional compo-
nents and layers in the SDN control architecture of a mod-
ern telecom network supporting NFV in relationship to the
most important standardization bodies, in order to pro-
vide context for the SDN/NFV open source projects which
will be analyzed later. Particular attention will be given to
the concept of Service Function Chaining, as it plays a cru-
cial role in linking services to the virtualization of network
functions.

2.1 Overarching architecture

Modern network architectures are structured into multi-
ple functional layers of smaller components. This modu-
lar approach reduces complexity, enhances component re-
usability, and enables multiple migration paths towards
future architectures. Recent softwarization and virtualiza-
tion tendencies have only further accumulated the de-
composition of functional components and layers within
architectures. By decoupling the forwarding- from con-
trol functionality, SDN transformed previously monolithic
switches/routers into two multiple independent compo-
nents. Server- and network virtualization mechanisms on
their turn introduced additional functional splits which
isolate data plane functionality of its underlying hardware
platform.

NFV brings together two areas: i) the (software-
driven¹) control of communication networks, and ii) the
control of cloud (service) platforms. Both control architec-
ture are depicted in Figure 1. The first (marked in blue) is
in charge of controlling network of switching and routing
equipment, the second (in orange) is in charge of creating
and exposing cloud networks, i. e. a network of re-usable

1 In the context of this paper we focus on SDN-controlled networks,
although traditional distributed routing protocols could also be con-
sidered as the control layer of communication networks.
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Figure 2: Service Function Chain for multimedia delivery.

compute and storage servers for the purpose of, e. g.,
buildingweb services. The control architecture of both do-
mains follows a roughly similar 3-layered approach, as de-
picted in Figure 1. At the lowest layer, infrastructure re-
sources form the physical foundation on top of which ser-
vices are provided. Communication networks rely on net-
work hardware such as switches and routers, Cloud infras-
tructures rely on (interconnected) compute and storage
hardware (servers). A second layer, the Control Layer in-
terconnects the components of the infrastructure layer via
their north-bound interface (e. g., OpenFlow for network
control) in order to provide control-level services such as
topologymanagementor datastore services. Virtualization
technology introduces a sublayer in between the infras-
tructure layer and the control layer, either at the device
level, enabling one device to be segmented inmultiple log-
ical devices (e. g., in the case of server virtualization using
Xen or KVM virtualization technology, see Figure 4, or at
the level ofmultiple devices by horizontally segmenting or
slicing an entire collection of devices (e. g., in the case of
SDN-networks using FlowVisor [35]). At the highest layer,
components of the application layer build further on con-
trol layer services to program client applications. A traf-
fic engineering application might be defined on top of the
SDN-control layer, while a Hadoop cluster might be an ap-
plication on top of the cloud platform. Orthogonal to the
horizontal layers, management functionality might be re-
quired to configure any of the components at the infras-
tructure, control or application layer for example to ensure
policies or security-related options.

2.2 Service Function Chains

Telecom operator services such as VPN-, telephone- or
content services are usually composed of a combination of
packet-processing L2-L7 network functions (NF) or service

functions, e. g., firewalling, intrusion prevention or server
load balancing. The merit of NFV is to virtualize these
NFs enabling to deploy them on multi-purpose hardware
(servers). Service Function Chaining emerged as a way to
describe the traffic steering in between the necessary NFs
building the service. Traffic steering could refer to a simple
sequence of involved functions, or chain, but also might
include a complex mesh-like interaction between these
components, requiring a forwarding overlay between the
network functions (leading to the term Service Graph, or
VNF Forwarding Graph).

To make the concept more concrete, we may consider
a Service Function Chain (SFC) for monitored multimedia
delivery asdepicted inFigure 2. The setup enables aCDN to
provide high-quality video streaming to the customer from
various locations. Monitoring probes (monitoring NFs) are
deployed to monitor performance. The Content Storage
NF provides a video catalogue to the customer, and the
Streaming Server NF is in charge of indexing the storage,
encoding the video in the necessary formats and attaching
Digital Rights Management (DRM) protection to the con-
tent. Dynamic content is mostly served from the content-
originating servers,while static contentmightbe cachedat
the edge. The vPE (virtual Provider Edge) function handles
multimedia requests of customers and thus acts as a CDN
request router. In order to minimize delay, the CDN caches
are distributed in the ISP networks close to the edge (in
the access network). An HTTP Client or dedicated Stream-
ing Client on the Set-Top Box will enable to consume video
stream at the end-user premises.

SFCs pose challenges to the communication network
interconnecting NFs as well as to the cloud infrastructure
on which individual NFs are deployed. In the considered
example, caches should only be deployed on server re-
sources which are close to the customer (e. g., in the ac-
cess network) or caches which are reachable with mini-
mal delay and maximal bandwidth across geographically
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spread datacenters. As a result, to deploy telecom services
as Service FunctionChains, a concerted control of network
and server resources is required. To adequately provision
SFCs, orchestration functionality is needed, having a com-
plete view on available network as well as on compute
and storage resources. Such orchestration components are
able to make an informed decision on which infrastruc-
ture should be used for which NF or link within the SFC.
The provisioning process itself can then be further dele-
gated to the already existing network and cloud control
platforms. As illustrated in Figure 1, the resulting Orches-
tration Layer is placed on top of the control layer, and thus
is responsible for: i) translating SFC requirements into re-
source requirements in terms of network and server re-
sources, ii) mapping required resources to infrastructure,
and iii) maintenance of the service life-cycle for instantia-
tion, re-provisioning and tear-down of services and asso-
ciated VNFs.

2.3 ETSI ISG NFV MANO architecture

The virtualization of data plane functionality and asso-
ciated network and control infrastructures are studied
within the Industry Study Group Network Function Virtu-
alisation (ISG NFV) organized by ETSI [9]. The ETSI group
has proposed a fine-grained NFV MAnagement and Or-
chestration (MANO) architecture for tackling the control of
SFCs, as illustrated in Figure 3. In this architecture, orches-
tration functionality is incorporated in the Network Func-
tion Virtualization Orchestrator (NFVO) which interfaces
to a set of databases: i) the Network Service catalogue, ii)
the VNF catalogue, iii) NFV instances database, and iv)

NFV Orchestrator (NFVO)
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VNF Manager (VNFM)
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Figure 3: ETSI NFV MANO architecture.

the NFVI resources database. The first two store templates
and provisioning scripts of Network Services and Virtual
Network Functions, while the latter two store information
about already deployed VNFs and associated infrastruc-
ture resources (network, compute and storage hardware).
The NFVO is responsible for all life-cycle management
incl. instantiation, scale-in/out and termination of Virtual
Network Function Forwarding Graphs (referring the gen-
eralized concept of SFCs). The NFVO interfaces with Virtu-
alized Infrastructure Manager and the VNF Manager. The
first refers to the combination of network and server con-
trol systems, while the second refers to themanagement of
individual VNFs, e. g. with respect to starting or stopping
the instance. Deployed VNFs might have Element Man-
agers which are responsible for FCAPS-related manage-
ment of instantiated VNFs.

Technical architectures are specifications that require
a translation into real life business processes such as those
for service provisioning and -management. To maximize
the efficiency of these processes, the employees of the net-
work operations centers use software that is able to auto-
mate part of their workflows. The next section describes
the shift from the conventional situation inwhich that soft-
ware is closely tied to the hardware towards amodular sys-
tem inwhich both can evolve independently due to the ad-
vances in virtualization technology as described above.

3 The role of open source software
For decades, network operators have ordered network
equipment from vendors which have delivered specialized
solutions. The separation of responsibilities allows oper-
ators to focus on service provisioning and management
while the development of network solutions and at least
part of the legal liability for equipment failures remains
with the vendors. This separation has been proven suc-
cessful and both network operators and network equip-
ment vendors have structured their organizations accord-
ingly. E. g., vendors have developed hardware-, protocol-
and software engineering skills for the development of
specialized networking equipment, while network opera-
tors train their staff in the configuration of the network de-
vices in order to provision and manage services. Over the
years, the vendormarket has been consolidatedwith as re-
sult that a few large players dominate the market. It has,
however, also created a dependence on equipment ven-
dors as the network operators rely on them to provide in-
novative network solutions that fit their needs.

The move towards softwarization and programmable
networks that is proposed by SDN- and NFV advocates has
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as goal to reshape that relationship. The previously de-
scribed high-level architecture makes, by providing stan-
dardized interfaces, an independent evolution of eachpart
possible and allows for developers to start creating their
own solutions. Network equipment vendors, however, typ-
ically wish to sell the code they develop. As such they
sharply restrict access to the source code of their software
products to firm employees and contractors. As a conse-
quence only insiders have the information to modify and
improve that proprietary code further. In sharp contrast,
the source code of OSS is accessible to all and for free². As
such, anyonewith the proper programming skills andmo-
tivations can use and modify any OSS written by anyone.

Multiple actors are exploring potential positions with
respect to OSS in order to benefit from the promises of SDN
andNFV. Network operatorsmight reduce costs because of
their reduced dependency on vendor equipment and asso-
ciated software solutions (license costs), as they get new
opportunities with increased flexibility in controlling and
managing their networks and services. Server- and chip
manufacturers potentially face new markets by the pos-
sibility to sell servers or chips enabling to run function-
ality (VNFs) which was previously reserved for dedicated
vendor-branded/flavored hardware. Software companies
may develop new network control solutions for network
operators or software infrastructure supporting efficient
VNFdevelopmentor deployment. Academiamight investi-
gate new control frameworks as well as mechanisms in or-
der to optimize performance of softwarized network func-
tions. Last but not least, network equipment vendors will
try to protect their existing market-share by proposing
themselves SDN/NFV-based solutions to their customers
(potentially by re-branding existing solutions).

2 OSS or free software are two terms for the same thing. The term
open implies that the source code is visible or available but the ter-
minology should be interpreted wider as next to mere inspection ac-
cess it also conveys to recipients the perpetual right to fork covered
code and use it without additional fees [20]. Free does not refer to
the monetary aspect, it refers to the license under which the software
is distributed which guarantees a certain, specific set of freedoms as
conceived by Richard Stallman in his definition [11]. It refers to the
freedoms granted to its receiver, which are: (1) freedom to run the pro-
gram in any place, for any purpose and forever, (2) freedom to study
how it works and to adapt it, (3) freedom to redistribute copies and
(4) freedom to improve the program and to release improvements to
the public.

3.1 Overview of open source software
projects

In order to investigate the impact of OSS on the SDN/NFV-
driven telecom market, we examine how well the compo-
nents of the sketched architecture are covered by existing
OSS projects and how it relates to various actors. The ta-
ble in Figure 4 gives an overview of some existing OSS-
projects with respect to the architectural role, their license
type, main drivers of the projects, as well as their activity
in terms of number of GIT repository commits during the
last year³, and the number of unique developers (which is
the sorting criterion of the table, as it gives an indication
of the actual degree of support).

NFV is mainly driven by the potential of running net-
work functions on low-cost multi-purpose server hard-
ware. OSS such as DPDK and netmap focusing on accel-
eration of the packet processing on commodity hardware
maybe interpreted as incentives from Intel to stimulate the
market in developing efficient VNFs, increasing the like-
lihood of selling x86 hardware. In order to optimally de-
ploy and isolate given VNFs on a single server, Virtual Ma-
chine (VM) technologies such as Xen and KVM or software
container-based technologies such as Docker⁴ are heav-
ily promoted by Linux OS software companies, putting
Linux in pole position for NFV deployments. On the side
of network virtualization, OpenVirtex has emerged as the
de facto OSS standard for virtualizing SDNs, succeed-
ing FlowVisor [35]. This enables network infrastructure
providers to provide their services to multiple customers.

SDN and Cloud control software has been a very ac-
tive area last years. SDNcontrol solutions initially emerged
from startups closely related to academia, such as NOX,
POX, Floodlight, as well as programming frameworks
enabling higher-level abstractions such as the Frenetic-
related of languages (e. g., Frenetic, Pyretic, Merlin). How-
ever in a later phase, multiple industrially-supported OSS
projects were started such as Ryu, ONOS, and in partic-
ular OpenDaylight, focusing on the unique requirements
of network operators (i. e. five-nines availability, highly
tested, scalability, reliability and complex networking).
OpenDaylight originated from the Linux Foundation and
is pushed by a very large consortium of telecom- and hard-
ware vendors, operators and software companies, each of

3 reflecting the number of source code changes

4 Very recently the Open Container Project (opencontainers.org) has
been proposed as the future standard containers by major cloud
providers and software industry
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Name License Scope Description Driver(s) # recent 
commits # authors reference

Application Layer

Click Modular Router MIT/BSD-like VNF
Development framework for software routers and 
packet-processing logic on Linux. UCLA,MIT 127 99 [3]

linux firewalling GPLv2 VNF
Linux kernel components for packet 
filtering/mangling + network addr/port translation. netfilter [17]

opentosca Apachev2 service
Model tool and service orchestration tool for cloud-
focused TOSCA services Uni. Stuttgart 72 6 [28]

Open vSwitch Apachev2 VNF Production quality, multilayer, software OF switch VMware (Nicira) [30]
Orchestration Layer (NFVO)

juju GPLv3 cloud
Service orchestration and management tool 
supporting scaling Canonical (Ubuntu) 515 69 [13]

openMANO Apachev2 NFV
Reference implementation of  reference architecture 
for ETSI NFV MANO Telefonica 100 6 [25]

Cloudify Apachev2 cloud
TOSCA-based cloud orchestration software 
platform. Cloudify, GigaSpaces 58 [4]

OPNFV Apachev2 NFV
Carrier-grade, integrated, platform to accelerate the 
introduction of new NFV products and services. Top industry in NFV 252 9 [31]

opencontrail Apachev2 NFV NFV orchestrator and SDN controller. Juniper, NTT, AT&T, Mirantis 3820 126 [22]

opencloud Apachev2 cloud+NFV
Research platform for IaaS, cloud and nfv service 
orchestration ON.Lab, PlanetLab, Internet2 1042 75 [23]

Control Layer (VIM)
frenetic+pyretic GPLv4 network SDN programming language family Uni. Princeton, Uni. Cornell

OpenStack Apachev2 compute Cloud computing software/IaaS platform
Rackspace, Red Hat, SUSE, HP, 
Rackspace, AT&T, IBM, Intel 27575 915 [27]

CloudStack Apachev2 compute
 Cloud computing software for creating, managing, 
and deploying infrastructure cloud services Apache Software Foundation 3995 347 [1]

NOX/POX Apachev2 network
SDN control platform written in C/C++ and Python 
and corresponding API's. VMware (Nicira) 25 [19]

OpenDaylight EPLv1 network
SDN control platform with many plugins supporting 
cloud platforms.

Brocade, Cisco, Citrix, Dell, 
Ericsson, HP, Intel, Red Hat 2939 158 [24]

Ryu Apachev2 network SDN control platform written in Python NTT 431 79 [34]
Floodlight Apachev2 network SDN control platform written in Java 282 69 [32]

ONOS Apachev2 network Carrier-grade, distributed SDN control platform.

ON.lab, AT&T, NTT, SK Telecom, 
Ciena, Cisco, Ericsson, Fujitsu, 
Huawei, Intel, NEC 3731 51 [21]

Management Layer

opennms AGPL network
enterprise grade network monitoring and network 
management platform OpenNMS, OGP 3666 105 [26]

puppet Apachev2 cloud
Configuration management utility for distributed 
deployment of software. Puppet labs [33]

chef Apachev2 cloud
Configuration management utility for distributed 
deployment of software. Chef [2]

Virtualization layer (NFVI)

FlowVisor None network

Network hypervisor creating rich ''slices'' of network 
resources and delegates control of each slice to a 
different controller ON.Lab 7 [10]

OpenVirtex Apachev2 network
Network hypervisor enabling full virtualization of 
SDN networks ON.Lab [29]

KVM GPLv2 o.a. compute
virtualization infrastructure for the Linux kernel that 
turns it into a hypervisor Red Hat [16]

Xen GPLv2 compute

hypervisor using a microkernel design, providing 
services that allow multiple computer operating 
systems to execute on the samecomputer 
hardware concurrently Citrix, Linux Foundation 910 23 [36]

Docker Apachev2 compute

project that automates the deployment 
of applications inside software containers, by 
providing an additional layer of abstraction and 
automation of operating-system-level 
virtualization on Linux

Docker, Canonical, Fedora, 
OpenStack, Red Hat 7305 1041 [7]

Infrastructure layer

netmap BSDv3 network
Framework for efficient line-rate raw packet I/O from 
user space in Linux and FreeBSD. Uni. di Pisa [18]

dpdk BSDv3 network

Set of data plane Linux kernel libraries and network 
interface controller drivers for fast packet 
processing on x86 hardware. Intel, 6WIND 1509 128 [8]

Figure 4: Selection of open source software projects in the SDN/NFV space.

them trying to defend its position within the roaring mar-
ket, resulting into a massive code-base with plenty of sub-
layers, projects and plug-ins. In the data center market,
OSS projects such as OpenStack or CloudStack for the con-
trol of processing, storage and networking resources are
adopted today and heavily supported by OS software- and

server hardware industry. In fact, OpenStack has become
the preferred Virtual Infrastructure Manager (VIM) in the
commercial SDN/NFV solutions of major telecom vendors
such as Cisco, Ericsson or Alcatel-Lucent.

OSS at orchestration layers in the SDN/NFV architec-
ture is a very recent phenomenon, getting impulses from
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the telco side as well as from the cloud industry. The ETSI
ISG NFV MANOwork plays an important role in this space
and has set up a Proof of Concept-zone⁵ promoting multi-
vendor or open ecosystems integrating components from
different players. The openMANO project led by Telefonica
is one of the smaller OSS initiatives providing real support
for NFV orchestration. The OPNFV initiative builds further
on existing industry-drivenprojects suchODL andOS, and
targets to become de facto standard open source NFV plat-
form, initially focusing on the NFVI and VIM components
of the ETSI MANO architecture. In a similarly way, Juniper
has opened and extended its Contrail SDN-control plat-
form to OpenContrail, increasingly supporting orchestra-
tion of NFV-focused scenario’s. Juju and Cloudify are tra-
ditional cloud service orchestration platforms which are
extending their scope towards NFV orchestration. Open-
Cloud emerges from on.lab as research-driven alternative
for cloud and NFV orchestration.

NFV orchestration is closely related to the specifica-
tion of Service Function Chains and VNFs, as well as the
process for their (re-)deployment and configuration. Cur-
rently there is no software standard of how VNFs should
be packaged, deployed and configured. However, a range
of potential building blocks are currently available in the
OSS domain. Pure packet-processing functionality is avail-
able either in the Linux kernel netfilter modules, as soft-
ware switching functionality such as Open vSwitch, or
as a set of configurable packet-processing components in
the Click Modular Router. ClickOS [14] is a research OSS
initiative driven by NEC to support Click-based VNFs on
top of light-weight Xen virtualization. Configuration and
state-handling is covered by the Click handler system.
Another research-driven OSS is OpenNF [12] project, pro-
viding a control API for Floodlight controllers supporting
state migration between NF instances. The ESCAPE emu-
lator [6] resulting from the EU UNIFY project [5] provides
an alternative orchestration framework supporting Click-
based VNFs in a Mininet environment. On the level of
VNFs, when focusing for example on the SFC of Figure 2,
OSS implementations can be found for many higher layer
services such as video streaming, caching and probing
(cfr. executables of MistServer, Varnish Cache and Stream
Surfer).

In order to have a fully automated and carrier-grade
orchestration framework, industry-wideOSS standards for
VNF characterization, packaging, and management will

5 http://www.etsi.org/technologies-clusters/technologies/nfv/nfv-
poc

be needed, in addition to VNF repository/catalogue⁶. With
respect to VNF configuration, OSS packages such as Open-
NMS, Puppet and Chef might play important roles. The
first is an OSS/BSS framework supporting carrier-grade
network monitoring and management of a wide range of
equipment, while the latter two tools are highly used and
supported for supporting the automated software roll-out
and configuration on distributed systems. With respect to
the specification of SFCs, there is currently no OSS stan-
dard to do this. One option would be to build further on,
e. g., the OpenTOSCA implementation, and extending the
OASIS TOSCA for supporting SFCs. TOSCA is a language
for describing the topology of cloud based web services,
their components, relationships, and processes that man-
age them.

3.2 Open source licenses

Each of these projects are distributed under a specific open
source license. Through the license, the author gives per-
mission for the receiver of the program to exercise these
freedoms, adding also any restrictions that the author may
wish to apply. Although there are many open source li-
censes, the important ones can be divided in two large cat-
egories andwithin each category only a few licenses are in
widespread use. The first category comprises licenses that
do not impose special conditions on the second redistri-
bution these are referred to as permissive licenses. Among
these licenses, the Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD) li-
cense is the best known. The only obligation it imposes is
to credit the authors. Other popular licenses in this cate-
gory are the MIT license, the Apache License Version 2 and
the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0. All of these licenses
include a limitation of guarantee which is really a dis-
claimer in order to avoid legal claims. The second category,
strong licenses, impose conditions in the event of wanting
to redistribute the software, aimed at ensuring compliance
with the license‚s conditions following the first redistribu-
tion. The General Public License of the GNU project (GNU
GPL) is the most popular and well-known in the world of
OSS. It allows modifications to be made without any re-
strictions to the source code, however it is only possible to
redistribute code licensed under the GPL integrated with
other code if it has a compatible license. Another popular
strong licenses are theAfferoGPLwhich considers the case
of programs offering services via computer networks.

6 The NF market place is one of the expected outcomes of the EU T-
NOVA project [37].
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3.3 Diffusion and adoption of open source

Themain consequence of offering software under an open
source license is that it is not possible to make much
money from its redistribution. Curiously, several of these
open source projects draw members from across the in-
dustry including network equipment vendors. The Open-
Stack communitywith over 500 companies supporting the
OpenStack foundation is such an example. From the ven-
dor’s side, the choice for collaborating in an OSS project
together with its direct competitors can be understood
as a strategy to reduce market fragmentation and to dis-
tribute development costs in emerging markets with un-
certain business potential. Based on stable releases of the
projects, the open source licenses allow vendors to de-
velop applications that interface with the software as well
as to offer technical support or to extend the guarantees.
From the network operator’s side, the availability of OSS
means that there are no longer black boxes that need to
be fitted together. Parts of programs can be integrated,
without reverse engineering, to obtain an integrated prod-
uct without constraints to a single vendor. Also, having
the source code relieves the network provider from depen-
dence on the long product cycles of vendors. The provider
can modify the program for own use as often as needed
and use this freedom to spur innovation and meet rapidly
changing user needs.

For network operators to be successful with the adop-
tion of OSS, a high level of organizational change will
be required. Most network operators do not train staff in
the skills needed to extend open source project with own
custom solutions that meet the operator’s requirements.
When software is developed internally and that software
is running on commodity hardware, the organization will
need to find ways to mitigate the risk of both hardware-
and software failures. To do so, close communication and
a common understanding of the problem between the de-
velopment teamand thenetworkarchitects, engineers and
operators should be developed as well as related project
management skills.

If network operators move towards SDN and NFV, it
will disrupt the business model of equipment vendors. As
specialized, integrated network solutions will be largely
interchanged for open source implementations of NFs run-
ning on top of commodity hardware the traditional busi-
ness model will be challenged. At the same time, network
vendors will face a rising need for software development
and related services such as application development. To
prepare for this change, several vendors are among the
prominent investors in open source projects such as Open-
Stack, OpenDaylight and OPNFV.

3.4 Standardization development
organizations

Standards development organizations (SDOs) such as the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and the European
TelecommunicationsStandards Institute (ETSI) play a crit-
ical role in the telecommunications market. Both SDN and
NFV have triggered significant interest in these standard-
ization organizations.

The standardization process assures quality stan-
dards development but this process typically takes many
years, preventing operators who are willing to venture
into new domains from doing so in a fast pace. This is
in contrast with the dynamics of open source software
projects which can create a de-factomarket-based consen-
suswhich is realized in a product (anOSS project) even be-
fore a standardization organizations has agreed on a stan-
dard. The question therefore arises how a standardization
organization can be relevant for an open source software
project.

The answer is probably very close to the initial goal
of the standards development organizations: to facilitate
communication and ensure good governance. As such,
a first priority should be to ensure that OSS projects have
a voice in the standards development organizations to
establish a feedback loop between both communities.
Once established, the provided governance structures by
the standards development organizations can be a way
to avoid (unintentional) overlap and ensure compatibil-
ity between OSS projects. SDOs can provide support for
an effective development process for both new contribu-
tions as well as maintenance, updates and releases and
non-technical challenges such as business, management,
strategic and legal processes.

One particularly relevant example is the establish-
ment of theOpenNetworkingFoundation (ONF)whichhas
been active in the promotion of SDN via the development
of open standards. As the OpenFlow protocol evolved very
quickly (and not always in a backward-compatible way),
the ONF focused on market development for the protocol,
architecture andOpenFlow controller (the ONF did not de-
velop a reference implementation of their own). These ac-
tivities are atypical for a traditional SDO but can be rel-
evant as an example to show how the gap between both
worlds can be bridged.
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4 Conclusion
The paradigm shift in telecom networks towards SDN and
NFV introduces possibilities for OSS projects. Network
operators may decrease their dependency on network
equipment vendor solutions, by replacing them through
free software implementations running on low-cost multi-
purpose hardware. These hardware vendors may benefit
by selling more hardware for purposes which were previ-
ously reserved for dedicated vendor hardware solutions.
Software industry faces a new customer base for con-
trol and orchestration-related software solutions, as well
as platforms increasing the performance of NFs on COTS
hardware. Vendors are looking for new ways in main-
taining their customer base through strong participation
in large OSS projects such as OpenDaylight, OpenStack
and OPNFV. Although many OSS components are avail-
able supporting the SDN/NFV model, OSS standards are
still missing with respect to SFC and VNF specification,
configuration and deployment. In order to be successful
within the new SDN/NFV trend with OSS, operators, as
well as vendors will need to adapt their organizational
structure, increasing their software skills and focus on ac-
tive OSS contribution. Standards development organiza-
tions on the other hand will need to adopt their processes
to bridge the gap between both worlds by focusing on op-
timization of communication and active development of
governance structures for OSS projects.
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